Jan DE CLERCK (Ostend 1881 - Ostend 1962)
Trees by a River
Pastel on dark grey felt.
Signed JAN DE CLERCK at the lower right.
Numbered 600 in white chalk on the verso.
Inscribed E. De Taeye on the backing board.
303 x 264 mm. (11 7/8 x 10 3/8 in.)
Jan de Clerck worked mainly in oil, pastel or watercolour. In the early part of his career he often painted
pastels on a support of felt, as in the present work. As Richard Kerremans has noted, 'Taking
advantage of the absorbent quality of this innovative backing, he was able to create a hazy effect
appropriate in giving his landscapes and marine-scenes a melancholique atmosphere, or a poetic
climate to his religious evocations. He was also able to play upon the irregularities of the material, either
stressing them through a scraping technique or by transparently allowing the brownish-violet colour to
appear. While most of the works painted on this backing are small, there is at least one which is striking
because of its format. It is his last work and the one which he was working on shortly before his death.
The fact that he used pastel applied to "matting felt" for this image of a fisherman, the genuine synthesis
of his artistic and human preoccupations, indicates what importance this technique had in his opinion.'
Drawn on felt, the present pastel is an early work datable to c.1905-1906. De Clerck's paintings were
often admired for their atmospheric properties; as the contemporary art critic Maurice de Praetere
wrote, 'M. De Clerck applies a particular technique: the stillness in his paintings is potential motion, it is
dynamic repose. He lets peace and quiet sink down in threads, like the upright, slow drops of a quiet
summer rain. It is as if an atmospheric screen were slowly sinking on a stage from which the last actor
has silently slipped away.' Stylistically comparable pastel landscapes painted on felt include Sous-bois
and Street in Ostend of 1904 and Soirée poetique (Poetical Evening) of 1906, all of which are in private
collections.
The present pastel once belonged to the Belgian musician and composer Ernest de Taeye (18641913).

Provenance:
Ernest de Taeye, Ostend
Private collection, Brussels.

Artist description:
Born in Ostend, Jan de Clerck studied briefly with the painter Camille Payen in Brussels around the turn
of the century, but was, for the most part, self-taught. He was much influenced by the exhibitions
organized by the group La Libre Esthétique, and his first paintings date from the late 1890s. Quickly
gaining in confidence and ability, De Clerck first exhibited his paintings in 1905. He soon developed an
original technique of a sort of elongated pointillism of striped brushstrokes, producing landscapes and
seascapes tinged with a Symbolist aesthetic. As one modern writer has noted of the artist, de Clerck
'adapted pointillism and the concentration of light to produce his own technique, often worked in mixed
media, of dragging the paint with short vertical strokes in order to build up the surface of the picture.
This individual technique De Clerck made virtually his own and much of his best work up to circa 1920
is painted in this way.' In 1908, frustrated with his lack of success at gaining entry to the prestigious
Salon des Beaux-Arts, de Clerck formed the art society Cercle Artistique d'Ostende, which included
several local artists as well as his brother Oscar, a sculptor, and he exhibited with the group until 1914.
With the outbreak of the First World War and the invasion of Belgium by Germany, Jan and his brother
Oscar escaped to England. This period of exile found the young artist painting landscapes and
camouflage, taking part in local exhibitions, and and befriending such artists as Frank Brangwyn. After
the war, de Clerck returned to Ostend where his reputation continued to grow. He experimented with
new techniques, often mixing pastel and watercolour, which he called 'aquapastel', to create the
luminous effects he sought. The 1920s found de Clerck painting more figurative subjects, executed in a
brightly coloured, somewhat naive manner, with folkloric subjects and compositions influenced by a visit
to Brittany in 1920. He also started an art school in his studio. On the occasion of two concurent
exhibitions of de Clerck's work in Ostend in 1927, James Ensor noted, in a letter to the organizing
committee, that 'I wish to greet discretely this industrious and enterprising colleague, the rare seeker of
youth and illusion.' Further exhibitions of his work in Ostend, Liège and Ghent, as well as the publication
of a book of reproductions of his work in 1928, served to advance his reputation. After 1933, however,
there were no major exhibitions of his work for almost twenty years, until 1951. His output began to
decline, and he began to focus mainly on seascapes, always his favourite subject.

